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Next steps

Nuclear medicine underwent a LEAN 
process several years ago 
What went well – Introduced idea of 
Quality improvement (and lots of 5P 
data captured)
What was difficult - Keeping 
momentum – led to projects failing at 
the D stage in the PDSA cycle
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Microsystem name: Nuclear medicine
Purpose: Supporting and roviding high quality, efficient treatment and care”
Coachame: Andrew Humphries
Date: 19/12/14

5P data collected. √
Group challenges:
They felt the 
process was 
aimless without 
having a specific QI 
project to start with.
My challenge:
Keeping them 
motivated to collect 
the 5P data without 
a project.

Theme: Improve the Nuclear medicine 
myocardial perfusion service.
Why? A general feeling that it doesn’t work 
as well as it should – i.e. a multitude of 
issues

Global aim: We aim to improve: Myocardial 
Perfusion Imaging Service in Nuclear Medicine 
Department – NGH
The process begins with: The patient was seen in 
clinic.
The process ends with: The patient getting their 
results.
By working on the pocess , we expect to improve 
the patient and staff experience. Increase 
efficiencyProcess flow diagram complete √

Lots of cause and effects/issue collated (Car park)

Has a specific aim been set? No - bombshell 
time!
Where the team thought there was an 
‘obvious’ QI project for the cardiac service 
in respects of waiting list time and patient 
visit length on reflection they found that in 
actuality both these measurables were 
satisfactory. My challenge to them ‘are 
these times satisfactory to patients?’ A 
patient survey is to be held, management 
review of times  to be undertaken and a 
examination of other parts of the team’s 
service provision.

How will the group know the 
change is an improvement & what 
changes are they planning to test?
Not at this stage yet.

What are the groups 
change ideas?
Non currently as 
specific aim not set.
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Daunting Daunting 

Meetings to 
squeeze in

I have all this work 
to do for them,

Lots to read,

Lots to learn

Projects to do 

Quality by design,
Helping, 
The team handbook

They’re driving

“Oh its all been a 
waste of time”

Reframing -
We have:

Measurable data,
Standardised process 
flow,
Pages of ‘issues’,
Ideas for costs 
savings etc

‘Back on track!’

Confirm standardised process flow 

Review waiting times with senior 
management

Seek patient views on length of visit.

Review ‘car parked’ issues

Highlight costs savings

Determine whether to continue looking at the 
cardiac service or move onto another within 
Nuclear medicine, rejoining the improvement 
ramp at the appropriate point.

It’s not my Microsystem it’s there's!
Sitting on hands 

Effective meeting 
skills

Formal training sessions
The ‘lunchtime’ improvement curriculum
MCA connect
MCA materials

We’re drivingI’m driving

Confidence grows!

The ascent of coach

Review with Microsystem
‘where we are’

MCA connect,

Sit in on other groups

Spread the word

Incorporate in to my own 
work


